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TRICKS OF THE TRADER
Day Trading and

Swing Trading Principles

By Paul Janiak
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Disclaimer
� This presentation is composed of reports embodying a unique 

system of stock analysis.  All contents and recommendations are 
based on data and sources believed to be reliable, but accuracy 
and completeness cannot be guaranteed.  

� There is a very high degree of risk involved in trading. Users 
should be aware of the risks involved in stock investments.  It 
should not be assumed that future results will be profitable or will 
equal past performance, real, indicated or implied. The presenter 
assumes no responsibility for your trading and investment results. 

� The information presented here is for educational purposes only 
and should not be construed as investment advice. Although 
every precaution has been taken in the preparation of this 
presentation, the author assumes no liability for errors or 
omissions. 

� Use of this material constitutes your acceptance of these terms.
� You are completely on your own.
� Thanks



The purpose of this presentation is 
to focus on showing you an option 
to controlling some of the emotion 
that all traders have and to 
enhance your risk control 
capability.
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Qualities of a Good Day Trader

90% of Day Traders lose money because 
they don’t have these qualities:

� Discipline and focus
� Decisiveness, without compulsiveness
� Sophisticated risk-taking
� Belief in technical analysis
� Motivation
� Written goal setting
� Confidence without arrogance
� Anxiety control
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What does it take to build 
Successful Trading Strategies?

� Risk or Money Management (70%)

� Mental Motivation and Emotional Control 
(20%)

� Trading Systems or Strategies (10%)
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Books
� Introduction to Technical Analysis 

� by Martin Pring

� Day Trader’s Advantage 
� by Howard Abell

� Hit and Run Trading I and II 
� by Jeff Cooper

� Street Smarts 
� by Linda Raschke and Lawrence Connors

� Trading in the Zone
� by Mark Douglas
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Howard Abell, The Day Trader’s 
Advantage 

“I think most, if not all, of the traders we’ve interviewed 
have recognized that if there’s any secret or Holy Grail 
attached to success in our business, it comes from 
within.  It has nothing to do with any specific indicator or 
system.  It has to do with how you perceive the markets 
and operate within that context of your own 
psychological makeup… And if there’s anything that 
we’re trying to do, it is to remind people that they have to 
understand the inner workings of themselves in order to 
operate in the day trader’s environment.”

- Emotional Control
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Interview with Bill Williams
from The Day Trader’s Advantage by Howard Abell

“I know some S&P day traders who say they will 
never take over a 100 point or a $500 loss.  From 
my point of view, that’s stupid trading, because 
you’re trading your wallet, and you’re not trading 
the market.  My wallet will not help me trade the 
market profitably.  I know that!  The only way I can 
be profitable – and this may not work for 
everybody – is to be so in tune with the market 
that I’m going to do what the market tells me and 
try not to dictate to it by listening to my wallet.”

Risk Control
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Interview with Toby Crabel
from The Day Trader’s Advantage by Howard Abell

“The real secret for success is that it’s a lot of hard 
work, and if you want to do this over a long 
period of time successfully, then you’d better not 
think about going in and making a lot of money 
fast.  The common idea is let’s make a big killing 
and quit.”

Risk Control
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Risk Management 
or Loss Management

� Establish specific and rigid financial constraints. Having goals on the 
upside is important, but it is crucial to decide how much you are willing 
to lose—a decision requiring patience, discipline and, for many, belief in 
a higher power.

� My loss parameters are one and two and five/ten.
� One/two are $1000 and $2000 and represent ½ and a full position.

� I use the loss parameter of 5/10 for $5000 and $10,000 for a “total 
transaction”. A total transaction uses two positions and “all-in” margin; 
i.e., being “all-in” with my day trading buying power and for swing trades.

Risk Control
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It is essential to anticipate  drawdowns and survive 
the learning curve.  That said, it is vital to manage 
risk.  A lot can go wrong.  A trading system will fail at 
times.  Market conditions will change.  Adverse 
events may ruin your trading plans.  The cautious 
trader survives.  It’s easy to say  that your should 
believe in yourself, your system, or your trading 
method, but what if you don’t have an established 
track record?  Even a seasoned trader may not have 
unwavering confidence in a method.  As Mike, a 
seasoned hedge fund manager, put it, “A trading 
model is to be used.  Never believed.  The idea that 
one model fits all markets, in all times, and in all 
circumstances is ridiculous.  I trade differently today 
than I did in 1970, 1980, or 1990.  I used different 
models”.
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It’s important to be skeptical.  That doesn’t 
mean that you should question your  
method, but realize that market conditions 
change and you should be prepared.  You 
may have to change your method to keep  
with changes in the markets.  In addition 
you should manage risk.  As Mike put it, 
“This is what ninety-percent of trading is 
about, and I think all good traders will 
agree with me:  It’s managing the money.

Mental Edge Newsletter –
Drawdowns:  A Fact of the Trading Life by 
Nazy Massoud
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“When you finally do pull yourself out of it, you’ll be dazed, 
disillusioned, and betrayed, and you’ll wonder how something like 
that could have happened.   In fact, you were betrayed by your 
own emotions.  However, if you’re not aware of or don’t 
understand the underlying dynamics I just described, you’ll have 
no other choice but to blame the market.  If you believe the 
market did this to you, then you’ll feel compelled to learn more 
about the market in order to protect yourself.  The more  you 
learn, the more confident you will naturally become in your ability 
to win.  As your confidence grows, the more likely that at some 
point you will cross the threshold into euphoria and start the cycle 
all over again.”

Trading In The Zone by Mark Douglas



Trading In The Zone by Mark Douglas

Developing a winning attitude is the key to your success.  
The problem for many traders is that either they think 
they already have one, when they don’t, or they expect 
the market to develop the attitude for them by giving 
them winning trades.  You are responsible for developing 
your own winning attitude.  The market is not going to do 
it for you, and, I want to be as emphatic as I can, no 
amount of market analysis will compensate for 
developing a winning attitude if you lack one.  
Understanding the markets will give you the edge you 
need to create some winning trades, but your edge won’t 
make you a consistent winner if you don’t have a winning 
attitude.
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Trading In The Zone by Mark Douglas

Remember our definition of a winning 
attitude:  a positive expectation of your 
efforts with an acceptance that whatever 
results you get are a perfect reflection of 
your level of development and what you 
need to learn to do better.
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Profit Goals

� Your real goal should be set at least 20 percent 
above what you think you can make, in order to take 
into account the potential of having one day a week 
as a losing day. 

� Once you have made your daily goal, consider 
walking away for the day or setting new rules for 
playing with the house’s money.

� My goals are: 
� $2K per day
� $5K per week
� $20K per month

Risk Control
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Not Being in the Right State of 
Mind 

“It is our belief that continually elevating your state of mind by 
focusing on internal and external phenomena that allow you to 
stay resourceful and true to your trading strategy is the answer.  
We have demonstrated how to do this through processing 
positive beliefs and thoughts and by directing your physiology.  
When a negative thought comes into consciousness and begins 
to distract your focus, don’t fight it.  Acknowledge its existence 
and go forward.”    

- Koppel and Abell, The Inner Game of Trading

Emotional Control
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Accountability

� The length of measurement periods is crucial.

� WTD and MTD is everything
� More than a month is too long
� A single day is too short
� P.E.R.I.L. Scale

Risk Control



P.E.R.I.L Rating

� P – Prepare – Did I prepare for the trading 
day?

� E – Emotion – Did I have emotional control?
� R – Rules – Did I follow the rules?
� I – Immediate Impact – Did I make an 

immediate impact with a buy or short?
� L – Last Hour – Did I follow the last hour 

rules?
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Homework Helpers

� StockTiming.com
� HarleyMarketLetter.com
� Schwab Market Edge
� Sy Harding
� Jeff Cooper’s Alerts
� FinViz.com
� Minyanville
� T3 Alerts
� Daily Wealth
� Stansberry & Associates
� Larry Connors’ Daily Battle Plan
� First Hour/Last Hour Rolling Timer
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Rolling Timer
day total 5 day avg

31-Dec 40

4-Jan 176 Morning Afternoon

5-Jan 18 Open Close Open Close

1-Feb (184.94) (52.58) 40940.00 12632.76 12777.17 144.41 (144.41) 12756.31 12715.78 (40.53)

2-Feb (2.12) (14.82) 40941.00 12716.54 12714.65 (1.89) 1.89 12710.52 12706.51 (4.01)

3-Feb (134.60) (195.16) 40942.00 12705.11 12839.18 134.07 (134.07) 12858.98 12858.45 (0.53)

6-Feb 63.27 (258.43) 40945.00 12860.79 12815.46 (45.33) 45.33 12824.01 12841.95 17.94 

7-Feb 37.00 (221.39) 40946.00 12844.44 12818.07 (26.37) 26.37 12870.14 12880.77 10.63 

8-Feb (14.19) (50.64) 40947.00 12865.94 12883.01 17.07 (17.07) 12881.45 12884.33 2.88 

9-Feb 10.38 (38.14) 40948.00 12884.41 12863.29 (21.12) 21.12 12902.49 12891.75 (10.74)

10-Feb 161.96 258.42 40949.00 12889.55 12764.79 (124.76) 124.76 12762.74 12799.94 37.20 

13-Feb (54.68) 140.47 40952.00 12799.11 12842.29 43.18 (43.18) 12883.91 12872.41 (11.50)

14-Feb 99.14 202.61 40953.00 12871.92 12842.48 (29.44) 29.44 12808.12 12877.82 69.70 

15-Feb 31.33 248.13 40954.00 12865.41 12848.08 (17.33) 17.33 12768.08 12782.08 14.00 

16-Feb (67.82) 169.93 40955.00 12779.58 12846.41 66.83 (66.83) 12904.54 12903.55 (0.99)

17-Feb (34.17) (26.20) 40956.00 12903.33 12934.47 31.14 (31.14) 12953.58 12950.55 (3.03)

21-Feb 16.69 45.17 40960.00 12949.34 12960.09 10.75 (10.75) 12938.97 12966.41 27.44 

22-Feb 1.32 (52.65) 40961.00 12966.22 12958.65 (7.57) 7.57 12944.54 12938.29 (6.25)
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Common Homework Setups
� Expansion Breakouts – source Jeff Cooper
� 1-2-3 Pullbacks – Trade Market/Jeff Cooper
� 180’s – Trade Market/Jeff Cooper
� Lizards – Trade Market/Jeff Cooper
� Gilligans Island – Trade Market/Jeff Cooper
� Unfilled Gap Reversals – Trade Market/Jeff Cooper
� Inside Day Narrow Range 4 – Linda Rasche and Lawrence Connor
� Turtle Soup and Turtle Soup Plus One – Linda Rasche and 

Lawrence Connor
� Unfilled Gaps – Linda Rasche and Lawrence Connor
� 80/20’s – Linda Rasche and Lawrence Connor
� Basic T.A.
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Dear Family, Friends and Clients

Well we have had a tiny pull back of just over 1% last week 
and this week is up about 2% and thus there has been no 
real change in the market. I am still of the mindset that we 
will have a 2-5% pull back in the very near future. As a 
reminder, the Nasdaq is up 15% on a y-t-d basis- how long 
can that continue? It likely won't be the end of the financial 
world as the market's predominant move right now is built 
around "buy the dips" and that seems to happen most 
every afternoon. The market should open up today so I 
"feel" like a pull back will happen early next week. 

Last Day Trader Partner Timing Update 2/24/2012
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So how do I trade this market? Usually a short scalp (in and 
out quickly) in the first hour, and then wait for the market to 
slowly melt up and get on the bandwagon. Don't fight the 
trend and believe in your homework and what you see on 
your screen! I am also long UNG (nat gas) and gold bullion 
and will stay there for a while.

By the way, my friends at AFTA (Association for Technical 
Analysts) must have got desperate this month and have 
requested yours truly as the guest speaker this month on 
Saturday morning as noted below. I hope to see many of you 
there!

Thanks and REMEMBER THAT YOU ARE COMPLETELY 
ON YOUR OWN, TO BUY AMERICAN WHEN YOU CAN, 
AND TO SUPPORT YOUR LOCAL CHURCH AND 
CHARITIES.
paul janiak
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The News

� It is important to keep apprised of the news, 
particularly when its announcement time is 
prearranged.

� Try to be flat prior to the announcement.

� Unless the news is extremely significant, be contrarian, 
or let the market run a little bit and try to get the push-
back. 
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TRADING DATE: 24-Feb

ID/NR4'S NR4'S or ID with 6/100 volitility <50%

SYMBOL HIGH LOW SYMBOL HIGH LOW

BIDU 135 131.70 RIMM 14.9 14.47

DECK 82.72 78.76

GMCR 71.16 64.65

GS 115.83 113.22

JPM 38.52 37.75

LVS 53.27 52.8

PCLN 593.82 585.24

Longs :  Shorts :

Holy Grail, Gapfills, Expansion Pivots, 180;s, LRODs, Peeka Boos, Hook, Line & Sinker, Gilligan Sells, Train Tracks, AR4

D/S SYMBOL ENTRY STOP PATTERN D/S SYMBOL ENTRY STOP PATTERN

D FOSL 119.35 117.85
Signal 
day +1

D TDW 63 62LROD/180/

Peek-a-boo

S WYNN 117.6$2 FE
+1,-2 Buy 
set-up

or ORB 
trade twd 2 pts 
frm entry

S LQDT 43.60 41.60
Peek-a-
boo

trade twd 45.60

HOMEWORK



HOMEWORK
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80/20 Bull 80/20 Bears

SYMBOL LOW CLOSE PATTERN SYMBOL HIGH CLOSE PATTERN

80/20 CMG 387.75 386.8280/20

80/20 IBM 199.23 197.6380/20

80/20 LULU 67.13 66.680/20

80/20 80/20

80/20 80/20

80/20 80/20

80/20 80/20

80/20 80/20

80/20 80/20

80/20

80/20 80/20

80/20 80/20

Turtle Soup +1 Bull / 3 day unfilled gap reversal Turtle Soup +1 Bear / 3 day unfilled gap reversal

SYMBOL ENTRY STOP PATTERN SYMBOL ENTRY STOP PATTERN

$1 FE Gap fill $1 FE Gap fill

$1 FE Gap fill $1 FE

$1 FE TS $1 FE

$1 FE TS $1 FE

$1 FE TS $1 FE

$1 FE Gap fill $1 FE

$1 FE Gap fill $1 FE

$1 FE Gap fill $1 FE

$1 FE Gap fill

"Just Cause" Bulls "Just Cause" Bears

SYMBOL ENTRY STOP PATTERN SYMBOL ENTRY STOP PATTERN

AAPL 578.08 $1 FE AAPL 509.02 $1 FE

CAT 116.60 $1 FE AMZN 176.76 $1 FE

CMG 387.76 $1 FE AMZN 182.99 $1 FE RSTNCE

CRM TBD $1 FE APA 108.55 $1 FE

FCX 44.6 $1 FE DECK 78.76 $1 FE

FFIV 138.05 $1 FE SINA 60.21$1 FE

GLD 173.81 $1 FE UA 82.04$1 FE

SLV 34.62 $1 FE $1 FE

LULU 67.35 $1 FE $1 FE

MCP 29.68 $1 FE $1 FE

RL 173.98 $1 FE $1 FE

V 116.93 $1 FE $1 FE

$1 FE $1 FE



Mental Edge Trading
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� The Mental Edge Newsletter is 
published by Nazy Massoud, Founder 
and CEO of Mental Edge Trading, Inc.

� You can go to 
www.mentaledgetrading.com., sign up 
for the free report, and you are 
automatically signed up for the 
newsletter.

� Emotional Control
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Daily Market Commentary

� TV – CNBC, on low volume
� Think or Swim – Shadow Trader, Brad
� Rick Saddler at hitandruncandlesticks.com
� T3 at Minyanville, Scott Redler
� Day Trading Partners, LLC
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Prepare to Trade

� Do what it takes to get yourself into a positive 
frame of mind each morning, as a positive
attitude is the single best indicator of success.  

� My records have shown me that I consistently 
trade better when I begin my day reading

� My trading journal
� Mental Edge Newsletter
� Something spiritual
� T3 Live PricePoint Sheet and morning presentation

Emotional Control
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Trading Strategies
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Three Types of Markets

1. Trending markets

2. Trend-changing markets

3. Markets that swing more than two times in one day
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1. Trending Market - SLV
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2. Trend Changing Market - CRM
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Swing More Than Two Times in One Day - CAT
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Stocks We Follow

AAPL DECK NFLX ETF’s
AMZN FCX OIH QID
APA FFIV PCLN QLD
BAC GLD POT FAS
BIDU GS QCOM FAZ
CAT JPM RIMM SSG
CMG LULU RL SSO
CRM LVS SLV TNA

TZA
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Four Main Intraday Strategies

� Holy Grail, which we primarily use in trending 
markets (Jeff Cooper)

� Turtle Soup (under Raschke and Connors), which 
we use in choppy markets  

� Recross-over of the 8/34 (Rick Sadler)

� A successful retest of the high or low
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Recross -over of the 8/34

For Buys (Sells are Reversed)
� The 8-day exponential moving day average 

crosses over the 34 exponential moving day 
average to the upside.

� Place a stop-loss below the 34 MDA and trail 
the stop up as it becomes profitable.

� For swing trading, look at the 34-, 50- and 
200-day moving averages and multiple time 
frames.
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Holy Grail - CRM



Turtle Soup Homework - APA
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Turtle Soup Daily - CAT



Re-Crossover of 8/34 -SINA
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Multiple Trending Day - AMZN
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Successful Retest of Low
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Two Day Chart - SINA
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Peak and Trough Reversal
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Double Top
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Double Bottom
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93 Day Chart Example for AAPL
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Entry Strategy
� Only trade one stock at a time, unless you’re hedging 

your position with a short

� On entry points, make a limit trade if the stock isn’t 
moving so fast that you miss out on the majority of the 
change in price.  I use a 20 – 33% rule.  Just get in.
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Focus on the Trade
� Study the 3- or 5-minute candlestick chart.
� For big decisions, consider the 5-, 10- and 

15-minute candlestick chart.
� For still bigger decisions, consider the 

intraday, 2 day-, 30- and 90-day charts in 
conjunction with the above.

� Pay attention to the support and 
resistance lines.

� We respect the 200 DMA
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Exit Strategy

� The most critical part of the trade is the exit point. I use a 
simple rule of double the loss. First loss, best loss.

� Almost always use conditional alerts rather than a stop. 
We use a graduated 10/50 rule.

� Once you hit your gain level, manage the exit with a 
trailing stop or a conditional alert. 
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Conditional Alerts (a.k.a. Stops)

Buy and sell limit orders, as well as gain and stop 
loss orders

� Market makers cannot see them.

� When you exit a trade, be sure to review and 
possibly cancel any conditional alerts you may 
still have in place.
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Building Positions

Are you a BMW type of trader…

Or, are you a PINTO trader?
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BMW Trading (n)

Buying More of a Winner

� Successful day trading is buying “more 
of a winner” (BMW) in a consistently 
moving market. Think of “BMW” as 
doubling down in Vegas. You do that 
when you have a good hand and are in 
a good position vs. the dealer.   This is 
particularly important in swing trading.
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PINTO Trading (n)

Piling on like No Tomorrow

� Unsuccessful trading is buying more of a loser to 
lower your average cost as you pile on. 

� History has shown me that about 40% of the time 
that I do pile on, I will make money. However, that 
other 60% of the time, when I have piled onto a 
loser to make a bad loser worse, I wipe out a 
weeks’ worth of profit… or worse. 
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Take Time Out!

� Breaks are key, especially when you have

� Two losing trades in a row (brief time-out)

� Significant loss (at least 15 minutes)
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Take Your Profit!

� Winning a trade? Take your profit!
� Don’t reassess completed trades.
� If you believe the market is still moving 

in your direction, use a trailing stop.
� To exit a winner, use an ascending 

trailer.
� Big winner but could have been a bigger 

one, get out of partial.
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Last Hour Trading Rules

1. Know the daily trend.
2. Grind whenever possible.
3. Stop trading whenever possible.
4. Be patient.
5. Pay closer attention to support and 

resistance.
6. Take smaller positions.
7. Don’t add to a position – all in on entry
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After Market Trading

1. Get your three benchmarks.
2. Have a news watcher.
3. Develop an if/come strategy.
4. If it comes, play it.
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Grinding (n):

An effort to place quick buys and sells

� Smaller profits
� More frequent trading
� Shortened loss parameters 
� Effective on choppy days, at the beginning 

of the day, at the end of the day, and when 
you don’t trade the whole day.
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Why Partners are Better

1+1 ≥ 2
� My turning point
� Discipline at the crucial time vs the Abyss
� You follow the rules better
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How do you improve 
your critical factors 
and P.E.R.I.L. rating?
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Paul Janiak
Founder

Day Trading Partners LLC
paulj@daytradingpartnersllc.com



Thanks to Partnership Trading I have become a more consistent and 
profitable trader on a daily and weekly basis in 2012 locking 
into more profits and trimming down my losses. As a part-time 
active trader, trading 3 to 4 days a week your Daily Homework or 
Daily Trading Reports have provided me with some excellent 
suggestions as to what trades may be ready to move. I look for our 
set-ups.  The charts provide the opportunity as we wait for 
confirmation followed closely by the internals of the market and then, 
Bang... get into the trade. Your 15 minute key index updates and 
trading commentary helps me stay focused on my trades and 
the market. Other advantages, The Partners are scanning a select 
group of stocks throughout the trading day that may be getting ready 
to pop, communicating via skype and email all in a few seconds. Also 
several times this year I have not been sure or hesitate about getting 
into a trade so I ask The Partnership to look at a few trades. Wow ... 
what a team. Team trading produced more successful trades and 
smaller trade losses. If anyone is looking for an advantage, The 
Partnership Has It. The market is challenging enough on a daily 
basis so I need all the Advantages I can get. And I get it with 
Partnership Trading.
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In closing a note about your monthly / bi-monthly 
newsletter. Thanks again. The PJ Report provides me 
with some valuable market insight and examines 
some important levels of the market indexes like the 
DJIA, S&P500 and the NAZ to keep an eye on. You 
have also suggested that it may be time to get out of 
the market, go to all cash and sit on the side lines for 
a while or that the market is oversold or it may have 
found a bottom and time to get back in. 
Excellent market timing. Thanks for looking out for 
your partners, friends and family. You Make The 
Difference and I look forward to the next PJ Report. 
. . . Andrew Stillion
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The day trading partnership has been very helpful 
to me.  The set-ups I have learned, along with the 
minute-by-minute help from two or three others, 
gives me more confidence in the decisions I make 
about trades to make and stops to set.  Having up 
to four people agree on a trade set-up makes it 
easier for all of us to initiate a trade.  Sharing 
thoughts throughout the day concerning trades we 
have made, trades we are in, or decisions on when 
and what to trade gives each of us more 
confidence and a better chance of being a 
success.  Sharing resources with each other gives 
us access to materials of which we would 
otherwise not even be aware.  The homework we 
each do and then share gives us a head start on 
the day and keeps us more in tune with the market. 
. . . . Carol Clements
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Partnership

We have put together a partnership that offers
� At least six homework setups per day
� Live set-ups hit
� Daily commentary with the ability to ask your key 

questions
� Big-time assistance with emotional control
� Help set stops
� Review the day and trading journal
� Timers and homework
� Daily Audits
� Tax tracking service for Cap Gain/Loss spreadsheet
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Critical Factors in Determining the Edge 
That Makes the Difference in Day 
Trading

Trader Having the Day Trading Partnership Losing the
Response Edge Edge
Patience Waits for opportunities Plans very little, reacts

to materialize based on according to personal
well-thought-out game whim.
plan.

Discipline Sees the big picture; Is emotional, anxious
responds deliberately and often confused

about what to do.

Strategy Plans carefully; limits losses Plans little or not at all;
lets profits run. Does not rely on 

consistent methodology.
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Critical Factors, continued

Expertise Is well-prepared; has done the Knows little about market
necessary homework and follows it Is unprepared

Motive Has long-term motive, e.g. Wants to make money;
intellectual challenge wants instant 

gratification

Goals Defines goals clearly in writing Has ill-defined goals

Risk control Wants highly controlled Knows little or no control
risk/reward ratio over risk/reward ratio

State of mind Has positive, resourceful Is nervous, anxious;
empowering beliefs and focus. Believes the worst will
Has high level of self-esteem and happen. Focus is distracted,
trust; is relaxed and confident trades in conflict.



If there is such a thing as a secret to the nature of trading, this is it: At the very core of 
one’s ability 1) to trade without fear or overconfidence, 2) perceive what the market is 
offering from its perspective, 3) stay completely focused on the “now moment 
opportunity flow” and 4) spontaneously enter the “zone”, it is a strong virtually 
unshakeable belief in an uncertain outcome with an edge in your favor.

The best traders have evolved to the point where they believe, without a shred of doubt 
or internal conflict, that “anything can happen.” They don’t just suspect that anything 
can happen or give lip service to the idea. Their belief in uncertainty is so powerful 
that it actually prevents their minds from associating the “now moment” situation and 
circumstance with outcomes of their most recent trade.

By preventing this association, they are able to keep their minds free of unrealistic and 
rigid expectations about how the market will express itself. Instead of generating the 
kind of unrealistic expectations that more often than not result in both emotional and 
financial pain, they have learned to “make themselves available” to take advantage of 
whatever opportunities the market may offer in any given moment.

MAKE YOURSELF AVAILABLE   from Mark Douglas’ “Trading in the Zone”
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THE UNCERTAINTY PRINCIPLE



The essence of what it means to be in “the 
zone” is that your mind and the market are in 
sync. As a result, you sense what the market 
is about to do as if there is no separation 
between yourself and the collective 
consciousness of everyone else participating 
in the market.  The zone is a mental space 
where you are doing more than just reading 
the collective mind, you are also in complete 
harmony with it.
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However, setting up the kind of mental conditions 
most conducive to experiencing this seemingly 
magical synchronicity between you and the 
market is no easy task.  There are two mental 
hurdles to overcome.  The first is the focus of 
this chapter:  learning how to keep your mind 
focused in the “now moment opportunity flow.”  
In order to experience synchronicity, your mind 
has to be open to the market’s truth, from its 
perspective.

The second hurdle has to do with the division of 
labor between the two halves of our brain.
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The first step on the road toward getting your mind and the 
market in sync is to understand and completely accept 
the psychological realities of trading.  This step is where 
most of the frustrations, disappointments, and 
mysteriousness associated with trading begin.  Very few 
people who decide to trade ever take the time or expend 
the effort to think about what it means to be a trader.  
Most people who go into trading think that being a trader 
is synonymous with being a good market analyst.

As I have mentioned, this couldn’t be further from the truth.  
Good market analysis can certainly contribute to and 
play a supporting role in one’s success, but it doesn’t 
deserve the attention and importance most traders 
mistakenly attach to it. 76



It isn’t difficult, therefore, to understand why so few 
people make it as traders.  They simply don’t do 
the mental work necessary to reconcile the 
many conflicts that exist between what they’ve 
already learned and believe, and how that 
learning contradicts and acts as a source of 
resistance to implementing the various principles 
of successful trading.  Getting into and taking 
advantage of the kind of free-flowing states of 
mind that are ideal for trading requires that those 
conflicts be thoroughly resolved.
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The underlying dynamics of market behavior are quite 
simple.  Only three primary forces exist in any market: 
traders who believe the price is low, traders who believe 
the price is high, and traders who are watching and 
waiting to make up their minds about whether the price is 
low or high.  Technically, the third group constitutes a 
potential force.  The reasons that support any given 
trader’s belief that something is high or low are usually 
irrelevant, because most people who trade act in an 
undisciplined, unorganized, haphazard, and random 
manner.  So, their reasons wouldn’t necessarily help 
anyone gain a better understanding of what is going on.
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The point is that from our own individual perspective 
as observers of the market, anything can happen, 
and it takes only one trader to do it.  This is the 
hard, cold reality of trading that only the very best 
traders have embraced and accepted with no 
internal conflict.  How do I know this?  Because only 
the best traders consistently predefine their risks 
before entering a trade.  Only the best traders cut 
their losses without reservation or hesitation when 
the market tells them the trade isn’t working.  And 
only the best traders have an organized, systematic, 
money-management regimen for taking profits when 
the market goes in the direction of their trade.
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Not predefining your risk, not cutting your 
losses, or not systematically taking profits are 
three of the most common – and usually the 
most costly – trading errors you can make.  
Only the best traders have eliminated these 
errors from their trading.  At some point in 
their careers, they learned to believe without 
a shred of doubt that anything can happen, 
and to always account for what they don’t 
know, for the unexpected.    

Trading in the Zone by Mark Douglas
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10 Best Rules for
Day Traders
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Hide your stops by 
using conditional alerts . 
. . But make sure they 
are there.
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Trust what you see on the 
screen, not what you want
or think will happen.
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Believe in your homework.
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Consider “Buying More of 
Winners” – BMW trading
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Knowing your exit point is 
much more important than 
knowing your entry point.
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70% of trading is Risk 
Management, but 90% of 
trading is Risk 
Management and 
Emotional Control.
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It is okay to be wrong; 
not okay to stay wrong.
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L.Y.L. (Limit Your Losses!).
One, Two, Five and Ten .  
Know your loss limits and 
have a lock down stop 
strategy
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T.Y.P. (Take Your Profit!)
when you reach your 
desired level in a smart, 
planned fashion.
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There are few rules in 
trading that work all of 
the time .  Rule:  An 
absolute axiom that 
works all of the time.
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Additional Resources
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Q & A



The Market’s Perspective

What the typical trader doesn’t realize is that he needs 
an inner mechanism, in the form of some powerful 
beliefs, that virtually compels him to perceive the 
market from a perspective that is always  expanding 
with greater and greater degrees of clarity, and also 
compels him always act appropriately, given the 
psychological conditions and the nature of price 
movement.  The most effective and functional 
trading belief that he can acquire is “anything can 
happen”.  Aside from the fact that it is the truth, it will 
act as a solid foundation for building every other 
belief and attitude that he needs to be a successful 
trader.
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Most important, by establishing a belief that 
anything can happen, he will be training his 
mind to think in probabilities.  This is by far the 
most essential as well as the most difficult 
principle for people to grasp and to effectively 
integrate into their mental systems.


